
Multiply Three or More Numbers Up to 1000 Name:

Choose the best answer

A beehive has 8 types of bees, and maintains
a steady population of 10 of each type of bee.

If a beekeeper has 12 beehives, how many
bees are there in total?

Show your work

A beehive has 4 types of bees, and
maintains a steady population of

61 of each type of bee. If a
beekeeper has 25 beehives, how

many bees are there in total?

Show your work

Choose the best answer

When buying paint you can mix 3 different colors
together. There are 16 base colors, 87 secondary

colors, and 8 premade colors. If you are allowed to
mix one color from each group together to form a

new color, how many colors could you make?

Show your work
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814 1091

960 1041

bees

11136 11256

10350 9950

#1

#2

#3



Multiply Three or More Numbers Up to 1000 Name:

Omelettes are the perfect dinner
party food. Olivia has 12 guests, and

each guest wants 14 omeletts. If each
omelette contains 6 eggs, how many
eggs must Olivia have in her fridge to

feed all her dinner guests?

Show your work

Omelettes are the perfect dinner
party food. Gavin has 6 guests, and

each guest wants 97 omeletts. If each
omelette contains 20 eggs, how many
eggs must Gavin have in his fridge to

feed all his dinner guests?

Show your work

Choose the best answer

Crayons come in boxes of 21 crayons. If
a case of crayons contains 92 boxes and
Julia wants to buy 14 cases, how many

crayons will she receive?

Show your work
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eggs

eggs

34975 31998

27048 29741

#4

#5

#6



Multiply Three or More Numbers Up to 1000 Name:

A fast food chain uses plastic straws.
The straws come in 17 different

colors. Each package contains 62
straws of each color. How many

plastic straws are there in 4 packages?

Show your work

Choose the best answer

Crayons come in boxes of 2 crayons. If a
case of crayons contains 98 boxes and

Hailey wants to buy 3 cases, how many
crayons will she receive?

Show your work

Omelettes are the perfect dinner
party food. Anthony has 19 guests,

and each guest wants 54 omeletts. If
each omelette contains 3 eggs, how
many eggs must Anthony have in his
fridge to feed all his dinner guests?

Show your work
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straws

750 588

666 748

eggs

#7

#8

#9



Multiply Three or More Numbers Up to 1000 Name:

Crayons come in boxes of 7
crayons. If a case of crayons

contains 25 boxes and Zoe wants
to buy 16 cases, how many

crayons will she receive?

Show your work

Choose the best answer

Bands releases 9 albums a year, and
each album has 66 songs on it. If a band
has been active for 24 years, how many

songs have they released?

Show your work

Choose the best answer

When buying paint you can mix 3 different colors
together. There are 19 base colors, 68 secondary

colors, and 21 premade colors. If you are allowed to
mix one color from each group together to form a

new color, how many colors could you make?

Show your work
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crayons

10560 14754

14256 11371

27132 22581

23140 20624

#10

#11

#12



Multiply Three or More Numbers Up to 1000 Answer Key

Question Answer

#1 960

#2 6100

#3 11136

#4 1008

#5 11640

#6 27048

#7 4216

#8 588

#9 3078

#10 2800

#11 14256

#12 27132
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